
 
 
 
Celebrating 50 Years of His Leadership  
on the 50th Anniversary of His Death 
January 31, 1955 
 
This special edition of the YMCAMISSION.ORG email celebrates the 50 year 
anniversary of John R Motts death, January 31, 2005.   
 
For those who are not familiar with John Mott.  Here is a quick biography, and 
then below that a series of quotes that he still challenges us with today.  Share 
this email with friends.  Talk about what it means today.  Use this email as an item 
of prayer.  
 
BRIEF BIOGRAPHY 
 
John R. Mott led the YMCA for almost 50 years from 1900s through 1950 and spurred 
global missions unlike any other Christian in the first half of the 20th century.   He has 
been called part Billy Graham, part Jimmy Carter, part Mother Theresa, part Bill Bright, 
with a little Colin Powell thrown in.  His name was familiar to church leaders, government 
officials, business tycoons and university boards of his time. 
 
 President Woodrow Wilson asked that he leave his role at the YMCA and become the 
U.S. Ambassador to China, but he declined feeling that he could have a greater impact 
through the YMCA. 
 
The world applauded Mott when he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1946 near 
his life’s end, but his most distinguishing feature is that he remained a consistent and 
contagious lover of Jesus Christ throughout his life. 
 
Here now John Mott, one of the giants of YMCA leadership, speaks to us still today…. 
 
 
THE POWER OF PRAYER 
 
The Student Volunteer Movement (and YMCA) owes everything to prayer. 
 

• It was conceived in days and nights of prayer. 
• The outreach enthusiasm is a result of prayer. 
• Its leaders were chosen through persevering prayer 

John R Mott 
1865 - Jan 31, 1955 
 
YMCA Leader from early 1900s through 1950 – for 
almost 50 years, he gave leadership to a dramatic 
expansion of the impact of the YMCA in the United 
States and around the world. 



• They have gone about their work in the power of prayer 
• The generous gifts of money that have sustained the movement have come 

through believing prayer. 
• The effective organization of the movement came about as a result of three 

prayer meetings. 
• Every Conference, Every Convention, Every launch of a new initiative - was lifted 

up in prayer. 
• “Thus prayer - definitive, fervent, importunate - has marked every important step 

in the development of the Movement from its origin down to the opportunities we 
have today” 

 
 
GODS LOVE FOR OTHERS 
 
“The love of Christ constrains us.” 
 
The truth in this message that has brought about a great change in me is that the love of 
Christ enables one to love the unlovable.  I do not find this in non-Christian faiths or in 
areas of un-belief.  It is a divine product.” 
 
 
OUR RESPONSIBILITY 
 
“The most solemn responsibility which rests upon each Christian, and also his highest 
privilege and deepest joy is that of influencing people to accept, to represent, and to 
serve Jesus Christ.” 
 
 
OUR CULTURE 
 
“There must indeed be an understanding of our times…  
 
We must familiarize ourselves with the battleground of those whom we would win- the 
tug of their temptations, the grounds of their discouragement, pessimism, and despair…. 
 
And we must above all things have a thorough and profound understanding of the faith 
we profess and the message we proclaim.” 
 
 
THE WORLD 
 
“The Christians of today are simply trustees of the Gospel and in no sense sole 
proprietors.  Every Indian, every Chinese, every South Sea Islander has a good a right 
to the Gospel as anyone else.” 
 
Bring me the best Buddhist or Muslim in the world, the most virtuous, the most high-
minded, and I think that man has a right to hear of the tremendous fact that a Divine 
Person came into the world to bring blessing to mankind… 
 



What a wrong against mankind to keep the knowledge of the mission of Christ to 
mankind from two-thirds of the human race.” 
 
 
THE IMPORTANCE OF MISSION 
 
“If the Young Men’s Christian Association is to increase its spiritual vitality and 
fruitfulness, it must maintain at all costs its distinctively Christian Character….   
 
This is tantamount to saying that it must preserve its clear Christian aim, its unshakable 
Christian foundation…. 
 
The Association must steadfastly resist the danger of becoming a mere human 
institution - in a general sense religious but not emphatically, pervasively, and 
contagiously Christian.   
 
This essential must never be compromised, obscured, or abandoned for the sake of any 
plausible outward success or worldly advantage for such a course would mark the 
beginning of the end.  Wherever an Association lacks world-conquering power, it is 
because it has to some extent been conquered by the world.” 
 
 
A SELF ASSESSMENT OF SPIRITUAL VITALITY 
 
“I sometimes ask myself whether we in this movement are producing Christian activity 
faster than we are producing Christian experience, whether we are producing Christian 
activity faster than we are producing Christian faith. 
 
If so, we are not making conditions possible for the mighty works of God. 
 
Have we got enough vitality, enough first-hand knowledge of Christ, enough intimate 
experience to meet the God-given opportunities before us today?” 
 
 
THE CHURCH AND THE BODY OF CHRIST 
 
“The Christians of today need some object great enough to engage all the power of their 
minds and hearts.  We find just such an object in the enterprise to make Christ known to 
the whole world. 
 
This would call out and utilize the best energies of the Church.  It would save her from 
some of her gravest perils - ease, selfishness, luxury, materialism and low ideals.” 
 


